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Abstract 

Self-balancing bicycle has good economy and practicability in the field of transportation 
and logistics. The research on self-balancing bicycle motion control system can reflect 
its value in many aspects such as life, and it is also a new concept of robot automation 
and intelligence.Bicycles in the market are unstable and difficult to balance and so on, 
generally through the movement of the bicycle wheel to bring stability to the body.The 
double torque gyro self-balancing vehicle control system can realize the stable control 
of the static self-balancing vehicle and the dynamic self-balancing of the vehicle under 
the state of motion by using the fixed axis and precession of the torque gyro in 
rotation.STM32 micro-controller is used as the main control chip to connect attitude 
sensor, encoder and Angle meter and other sensors to measure the current state of the 
bicycle, noise suppression and PID control are carried out on the collected data, and the 
balance control of the self-balancing bicycle is realized, so that it can realize the self-
balancing of the start and swing and resist certain external force interference. 
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1. Introduction 

The whole body of a self-balancing bicycle includes a front wheel, a rear wheel, a body plate, a 
steering motor, a precession motor, a hub motor, a balancing device and a drive control device. 
The balance part consists of two torque gyroscopes with the same direction, the same size and 
the same speed, and attitude sensors. Two high-speed rotating gyroscopic moment gyro in 
horizontal, can free rotation within the scope of the front and back Angle, rotation Angle 
measured by the precession turn control of the motor, through the moment gyroscope 
precession movement can make double moment gyroscope structure produces a gyro torque, 
the torque can serve as fixed moment, as a self-balancing attitude controller of bicycle [1]. 

Conventional no gyro type two wheel balance of the car is around the front wheel or two-
wheeled motor deflection control, this will make the wheels to shoulder travel at the same time 
also take on the role of the designated route deflection control to adjust the attitude of the 
vehicle itself, this kind of control mode itself will make tracks even more unstable control time 
long will oscillate, The best control system can only make the deviation small and cannot be 
avoided [2].So the motor inertia wheel balance bike appear on the market, the axis of the motor 
is parallel to the body forward, flywheel plane perpendicular to the body axis in the ventral 
plane through the motor to drive the rotation of the flywheel rotating torque generated to 
balance, the front wheel balance has almost no longer responsible for tasks, only need to finish 
the task to balance the task you just need to the flywheel. But this creates a new problem. The 
electric motors connected to the flywheel are constantly alternating in the positive and negative 
directions [3]. 
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2. Gyro balance moment analysis 

The As shown in Fig. 1, if the self-balancing vehicle with double gyro device moves along the 
1

X , 

2Z
 and 3Z  are the rotation angular velocity of the front and rear gyros, y2 and y3  are the 

precession angular velocity of the front and rear gyros, 2ZJ  and 3ZJ  are the moment of inertia 

of the front and rear gyros, then the moment of the front and rear gyros are respectively: 

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of moment analysis of twin gyroscopes 

2222 yZZgyx J  
                                                     (1) 

3333g yZZyx J  
                                                     (2) 

The gyro moment is opposite to the direction. Assume that the moment along the forward 
direction  of the balancing vehicle is the heading moment of the double gyro structure, and the 
moment along the direction mutually perpendicular to the forward direction and vertical 
direction of the self-balancing vehicle is the rolling moment.In order to eliminate the yawing 
moment of a single gyro structure, other structures usually need to generate the opposite 
direction of the moment. However, the double-gyro structure adopted in this paper can set 
appropriate parameters to make the yawing moments of the two gyros cancel each other, 
leaving only the effective roll moment, and amplifying the roll moment as the correction 
moment when the disturbance occurs.By using STM32F103 single chip microcomputer 
combined with PID algorithm to output PWM waveform to control the motor speed in the 
flywheel, the course torque which produces disturbance can be eliminated.The design of the 
self-balancing vehicle relative mass is large, the external force interference generated by the 
roll Angle is small, at the same time, the center of gravity is reduced, limit the maximum roll 
Angle of the self-balancing vehicle, the stability of the self-balancing vehicle has been greatly 
improved. 

3. Controller design of self-balancing vehicle 

The STM32F103 series micro-controller is selected as the main control chip for the self-
balancing control. The chip has the advantages of 72M high speed clock, abundant equipment 
resources, diversity of code and easy to use. The MPU6050 attitude sensor is used to detect the 
Angle of the vehicle body, and the data is transmitted to the MCU through the IIC interface. At 
the same time, the data obtained from MPU6050 is used as the main data of attitude control, 
which plays a great role in PID control [2].The micro-controller uses the timer input to capture 
the phase level changes of the encoder A and B to measure the speed of the double gyro rotors 
of the motor, and then controls the speed to avoid the decrease of the car stability caused by 
the gyro speed decrease when the voltage is insufficient. 

Figure 2 is the overall hardware structure diagram of the self-balancing vehicle: 
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Fig. 2 Hardware structure diagram of self-balancing vehicle 

Master STM32F103C8T6 based on architecture (M3, the single chip microcomputer with 32-
bit processor and 16 pin can be used as GPIO port PWM waveform output interface, powerful 
functions and rich resources can receive IIC MPU6050 posture sensor signal data, accurately 
capture high-speed phase signal of motor encoder, control timer output corresponding duty 
ratio of PWM signal to control three different motors. 

As shown in Figure 3, MPU6050 is a six-axis attitude sensor module, including X, Y and Z three-
axis acceleration and three-axis gyroscope, which has the advantages of high performance and 
precision. Through the IIC interface, data is transmitted to the micro-controller in real time. Its 
built-in digital motion processor (DMP) enables it to solve attitude data independently so as to 
reduce the data processing load of the micro-controller and improve the data settlement 
efficiency 错误!未找到引用源。

. 

The sensor is fixed on the surface of the car body, and the calculated roll data, namely the Angle 
data of Y axis, is used. 

 
Fig. 3 Attitude sensor module 

The gyroscope wheel set adopts the combination mode of brush-less DC motor with metal 
flywheel, and the motor can run normally even when the voltage of 9V-12V is used in the test. 
Due to its internal drive and idling speed of 6100 RPM, the current at this time is about 0.1A, so 
it can meet all the basic power requirements. Interface as shown in figure 4, the motor has eight 
line, red to the anode, black connect the cathode as a motor of the voltage of the power supply 
can meet 24 v caps, yellow line for motor can make positive line, green line for the PWM speed 
regulation line, PWM duty ratio, the higher the motor speed slower, connect power cathode is 
full speed operation, and the level of instantaneous adding dead zone time are needed to 
prevent damage of the surge current equipment 

错误!未找到引用源。
. 
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Fig. 4 Wiring diagram of gyro wheel set 

4. Function realization of self-balancing controller software 

As shown in Fig. 5, the tilt Angle of the controlled object is set as the roll Angle of the self-
balancing vehicle, and the tilt Angle is equal to 0 as the control target. When the car body tilts, 
the deviation signal roll Angle is generated. After the PID regulator, the PWM signal is generated 
to control the precession motor. The gyro moment generated by the precession motor will 
resist the tilting moment, and the roll Angle will decrease. If the roll Angle is not reduced to 
zero, the circuit board crystal oscillator is 72MHz. In one machine cycle, the new roll Angle 
detected by MPU6050 continues to pass through the control system until the roll Angle is 
reduced to zero and the balance is reached. 

 
Fig. 5 block diagram of self-balancing control principle 

Use KEIL5 as 32 micro-controller software compiler, and then initialize timer, serial port, IIC, 
LED and other basic peripherals. First, put the code of the encoder into the timer of 1kHz, set 
the timer mode as orthogonal coding, and read the data difference of the encoder every 1ms as 
the rotation speed of the gyro rotor. Then the IIC interface is initialized to build a data bridge 
with the MPU6050 module so as to obtain the attitude data of the vehicle body. 

As shown in figure 6, software initialization complete, first read Angle data, if the Angle is equal 
to zero, the balance of the car has in a balance position, if not zero, then through the PID 
algorithm, the data decoding to the attitude data after filtering, the data in the timer adjacent 
time and the target position by subtracting to err error Angle, then P = Kp * err  is the proportion 
of data. With the operation of the system, the adjacent ERR = err1 - err2 is the error difference, 
and then it can be multiplied by the parameter Kd to get D = Kd * ERR, so D is the data of the 
differential part

错误!未找到引用源。
.If the use of the time value of the PD algorithm in a long period of 

time will appear in the steady state error control algorithm, and the dip Angle is zero control 
target is a certain distance, the error of the accumulation of the danger, and the anti-
interference ability is insufficient, so the introduction of parameter Ki, Ki and multiplied by the 
sum of error at the same time with a certain amount of integral limiter for I = Ki * err_all, data 
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P, I, D after get the pid = P + I + D income value of pid and the values of a cycle on the cycle to 
the precession of the motor PWM high level long 

错误!未找到引用源。
. 

 
Fig. 6 Self-balancing vehicle software flow chart 

5. Experimental results and analysis 

Fig. 7 is the Simulink simulation model of the self-balancing vehicle. The input is the roll Angle 
of  

After the self-balancing bicycle controller design and software function realization, the self-
balancing bicycle is built as shown in Figure 7. The mechanical structure in the figure is 
designed and modeled by SoildWorks software. After the design is completed, the drawings are 
handed over to the factory for processing and completion. 

 
Fig. 7 Physical picture of self-balancing bicycle 

As shown in figure 8 for self balancing the changes of the roll Angle of the car to start the graph, 
because the startup double moment gyroscope structure of high speed vibration and 
mechanical structure inevitable friction, the maximum deviation reached, at the time of 6 s, self-
balancing vehicle roll tends to 0, the experiment proved that since balance bike can realize self 
balancing. 
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Fig. 8 Curve of change of roll Angle of self-balancing vehicle after starting 

As shown in figure 9, the balance bike in 10 s received external interference, when the roll 
during 15 s peak, the maximum roll Angle for, in the balance bike when I was 25 s roll tends to 
zero, although there are certain in up and down around the stable value of volatility, since the 
basic maintain steady state balance bike, proves the balance bike has a certain anti-interference 
ability. 

 
Fig. 9 Curve of the change of roll Angle when disturbed 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper, the fixed axis and processing of the torque gyro in rotation are utilized, and the 
STM32F103 single chip microcomputer is used as the main control chip to connect attitude 
sensor, encoder and Angle meter to measure the current state of the bicycle. Combined with the 
PID control algorithm, the self-balancing bicycle can realize the self-balancing and self-
balancing and resist certain external force interference. The motion control system of self-
balancing bicycle is studied, and it is proved that the self-balancing bicycle has certain 
robustness to external force disturbance. 
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